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Thank you Mr.Chairperson 

My name is Mientje Roembiak. I have been nominated as representative in Papua for the 
Centre Study for advocacy and Human Rights of indigenous people. I am here to speak on 
behalf of Papuan Women. 
All of us knew that West Papua is apart of Indonesia, Its located in Eastern Indonesia, the 
second biggest Island in the world after Greenland and rich in Natural resources. Generally 
indigenous people live in urban and villages. The total population is 2.075.000 people , half of 
them other ethnic from out side of Papua Province. They have 250 languages and separate in 
different region. 
In 1985 - 1990 and 1995- 20011 had conducted research in five culture areas in West Papua. 
I concerned with significance of natural resources for indigenous people, specially for 
women. They are still lives in subsistence economic system; depend on natural environment 
but they contribution for livelihood and economic needs of society are 80 percent and 20 
percent for their own. 
Particularly in women population showed 30 percent are illiterate; worse malnutrition: 50 
percent low education and live in an isolated area. The second my field work was a period of 
economic crisis in Indonesia. Economic crisis brought the majority of Indonesia people in to 
poverty and unemployment. These are two main problem influence the general social welfare-
Its also affected to indigenous people in Papua. Recently one problem in population is 
migration. The growing of migration from outside of Papua going rapidly. The reason for 
increase migration is looking for job, a better life and settled in there, local people lost their 
land for policy and social development. 
On the other hand urban indigenous people from village to the city became a big of number 
every year. Information and data also show that participation of urban women is higher ( 
70percent) in service sector and informal sector (20 percent) as well as unemployment 10 
percent. 
Regarding to status of indigenous people in Convention no 169 1L0(1968) and Convention on 
Elimination of discrimination against Women(UN1979) its very important to protect 
Indigenous people particularly the rights of ownership, land and resources. 

Although the term of globalization is mostly used to repair to economic processes, it 
also has impact at social cultural level. From the other hand it should be referred to the 
loosing of traditional social, for instance traditional leadership, kinship and organization; 
cultural identity such as languages at material cultural. In globalization should opportunity for 
indigenous people such as economic and social development. What happened in Papua bring 
hope and treats. Indigenous peoples may successfully in economic market e.g. become 
entrepreuners in all formal sectors, good communication, change technology and women have 
access in economic activities such as credit and saved money regularly. 



While globalization is in process, indigenous people regard it as threats. They become 
poorest; live in marginalazation group within same group of society or between others; lost 
the land; conflict and prostitution. 

So the conclusion is indigenous people in West Papua expect globalization offers 
opportunity and protection in they life. 


